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On-Demand:
Quality learning
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•

Stay current with timely
material on the topics
you need most.

•
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•
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•
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a wordfrom our CEO
When advocacy priorities and
personal beliefs clash
The 2016 election was

Here is where I think the rubber meets the road for a

one of the most divisive

successful advocacy program:

in recent history and
pitted many Americans on
opposite sides of debates
that morphed from policy
and political issues to
social justice and basic
American rights.

It’s member informed and led. OSCPA invites
broad involvement in our advocacy work, even at the
developmental stages. We have a Government Relations
Advisory Council comprised of members from all sectors
and regions in the state. They, along with our State and
Local Tax and Federal Tax Committees, vet any legislative
issues that could affect the membership or business

At this important time in America, leaders in government

community and make recommendations to your Executive

and business must work together to move our country

Board for review and a vote. We stick to our mission

forward. Yet many disagree on what issues should be top

and stay narrowly focused on issues that are core to our

priority for President Trump and the new administration.

primary purpose: helping CPAs advance Ohio business.

I recently participated in a discussion that grew out of

In addition, our Accounting and Auditing Committee and

this new environment. As Chair of the American Society

Public Companies Committee provide valuable input on

of Association Executives (ASAE), the association

proposed standards and regulations.

representing nearly 40,000 association management
professionals internationally, I had the opportunity to talk
about how that organization will respond to potential
policies introduced by the new administration. It’s a
delicate tightrope that associations walk in making
decisions about what issues to support or remain neutral
on. Policy staff and boards must look at the mission and
priorities of the organization and weigh what is best for the
majority of members while remaining sensitive to issues
that may be personally important to others.
While ASAE’s membership is broadly U.S. based, OSCPA
serves a statewide membership. But both organizations
represent a diverse base of professionals working across
many sectors. That reality brings a responsibility to ensure
we are adequately communicating what we are doing and
why in our policy agenda. And it also means members will
sometimes disagree with our stated direction.
But that’s okay because diversity of thought and
perspective is important. It results in richer dialogue and
forces an organization to thoughtfully consider all angles of
an issue before acting.
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We solicit input. Before signing on to support or oppose
major initiatives, we will survey members for an accurate
read on how best to leverage our experience and influence.
Transparency counts. We widely communicate our policy
decisions and the resulting progress. You can read the
latest news in CPA Takeaways and we recently launched a
new electronic newsletter, LegUp, which provides a weekly
roundup of legislative activities of interest to CPAs.
Feet on the ground. Finally, we have an active volunteer
Key Contact program where members serve as liaisons
between the Society and their state and federal legislators
to help OSCPA build important relationships. We also are
getting more professionals involved through our Young
CPA Day at the Statehouse.
When you consider the significant issues facing our state
and profession in the coming year – a threat of a sales
tax on many professional services, a possible recession,
and likely changes at the federal level – it’s important that
OSCPA be positioned to actively promote and protect the
views of our members. See page 4 for a round up of the

regulatory issues OSCPA is following in 2017. Our channels

Government Relations team is available to explain

for member input, extensive volunteer network, team of

our positions and answer questions about our

professional lobbyists and Ohio CPA/PAC, are all critical to

legislative priorities.

our ability to succeed on your behalf.

Feel free to contact myself, Barb Benton, vice president,

There’s no way to get full consensus on advocacy priorities

government relations, or Greg Saul, director of tax

when you are serving a broad-based group of individuals.

policy, at any time at government@ohiocpa.com. We’d

But we’re confident our approach is well informed,

love to hear what’s on your mind.

effective, and remains an important benefit to Ohio CPAs
and the businesses they serve. More importantly, our

SCOTT D. WILEY
President and CEO

swiley@ohiocpa.com | 614.321.2218 (office) | 614.546.9430 (cell)
Twitter: @ScottDWiley | LinkedIn: www.linkedin.com/in/scottwileycae

Advance
Fuel your future

Identify and capitalize on emerging trends and
opportunities with five complimentary On-Demand
courses. Learn from OSCPA Vice Presidents Josh
Goldman, CAE, and Barb Benton, CAE, and
other industry experts. Register and complete
all five On-Demand courses to earn two
complimentary hours.
Learn more at ohiocpa.com/advance
Register today | store.ohiocpa.com | call 800.686.2727

Advance On-Demand Quick Bytes
Course #50205 | available only through March 1
•
•
•
•
•

Legislative update
Creating a diverse and inclusive culture
Defining temperaments in the workplace
Trends in learning, compensation and benefits
CPAs and happiness
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accounting & auditing

Regulatory topics to watch in 2017
By Laura Hay, CPA, CAE

Reinforcing the commitment of the National Association of State Boards of
Accountancy (NASBA) to jurisdictional boards, NASBA Chair Ted Lodden, CPA, and
Ken Bishop, president and CEO, visited the regular meeting of the Accountancy
Board of Ohio (ABO) on Dec. 6 to outline current priorities.
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Topics to watch in 2017 include:
Big data

a U.S. license and would be required to pass the International

Data analytics has been recognized by the profession as a

Qualification Exam.

critical career skill for the future, reflected in the increased
emphasis on the CPA exam and in university curriculums. As
accounting and auditing services transform through the use
of data analytics tools, has the regulatory model kept pace?
Have current CPAs obtained the competencies to accept
responsibility for “what’s happening inside the black box?”
These questions have implications for the career path, talent
development and evolution of professional standards, and
how regulators prepare in developing their own resources
and approaches.

NASBA is also offering international administration of the CPA
exam in Japan, Brazil, Bahrain, Kuwait, Lebanon and the United
Arab Emirates. Successful candidates must apply through a
participating U.S. jurisdiction.
Future of learning
NASBA and AICPA released revisions to the Statement on
Standards for Continuing Professional Education Programs,
effective Sept. 1, 2016. Reflecting changes in current learning
models, the revisions include nano-learning (10 minute learning
increments) and blended learning delivery methods.

With increased reliance on data, cyber security is also
intensifying as an area of focus, resulting in professional
standards developments and new professional obligations,
including the potential for broadening attestation services and

Thought leaders in the profession, including The Ohio Society
of CPAs, continue to explore the regulatory model for learning
developments such as competency-based measurement.
Use of credentials

evolving enforcement.

While there are many prominent accounting credentials that are

International mobility
NASBA and its counterparts serve an important role evaluating
the equivalency of credentials from other countries to
determine whether practice privileges should be extended
to ease accounting across national borders. This is currently

understood in the marketplace and are unlikely to cause public
confusion, other competing credentials have been introduced
including use of terms such as “professional accountant” that
have greater potential to mislead.

accomplished via Mutual Recognition Agreements with

The UAA committee is working on draft language more

countries such as Canada, Ireland and Australia.

expressly permitting credentialing in fields such as management

Recognizing the increased globalization of business, a NASBA
proposal on the International Pathway Exam would amend the
Uniform Accountancy Act (UAA) to provide a pathway to the
U.S. CPA license for individuals with qualified designations from
countries that do not have a reciprocal relationship with the

accounting, but also more specifically defining restrictions for
non-CPA accounting credentials. Committee members think
that more explicitly addressing credentials is preferable to
interpreting statutes and rules that are silent on the topic, or
adopting inconsistent state requirements.

U.S. The individual would apply to a board of accountancy for

FAST FACTS
analytics and
1. Data
cyber security are
intensifying as
areas of focus as
accounting keeps
pace with the
tech world.

proposal on
UAA committee is
and OSCPA
2. AtheNASBA
3. The
4. NASBA
International Pathway
working on draft language
strongly support
Exam would amend the
UAA to provide a pathway
to the U.S. CPA license
for individuals with
qualified designations
from countries that do
not have a reciprocal
relationship with the U.S.

more expressly permitting
credentialing in certain
fields, but also more
specifically defining
restrictions for non-CPA
accounting credentials.

initiatives to
strengthen the peer
review process and
increase transparency.
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Assurance quality and developments in peer review

campuses in Ohio to engage a number of students in the

NASBA and OSCPA strongly support initiatives to strengthen

work of the board.

the peer review process and increase transparency. Regarding
an AICPA proposal to raise the requirements for peer review
administering entities, NASBA’s chief concern is preserving high
quality accountancy board oversight.

Outcomes of changes in U.S. leadership
The outcomes of U.S. Presidential and Congressional elections
have the potential to impact the regulatory climate, including the
Affordable Care Act, Sarbanes-Oxley, Dodd-Frank, the Supreme

Only boards of accountancy can issue and revoke CPA practice

Court and judiciary and the tax code. OSCPA works closely

privileges, and NASBA is prepared to work with local boards

with AICPA on these and other federal issues to best represent

and the profession investigating new approaches to address

the interests of our members, while NASBA monitors emerging

quality threats.

issues and alerts and assists boards in responding.

Pipeline and diversity

The Ohio Society of CPAs keeps a close and active watch on

The OSCPA executive board has identified pipeline initiatives

these and other regulatory and legislative developments facing

and diversity and inclusion as areas of strategic priority for the

our profession, and partners and advocates with the ABO when

profession. Programs jointly supported by OSCPA and The

appropriate to drive a strong climate for Ohio business and

Ohio CPA Foundation reach thousands of high school and

supporting the integrity of the profession in serving the public

college students each year, making them aware of in-demand

interest.

accounting careers.

Laura Hay, CPA, CAE, is executive vice president of The Ohio

NASBA supports research and tracks statistics on programs

Society of CPAs and staff liaison to the Accounting & Auditing

and regulatory models more likely to result in paths to the CPA,

Committee. She can be reached at Lhay@ohiocpa.com or

and the decision-making process of various demographics to

614.321.2241.

assist boards. NASBA also promotes board engagement on
campuses. The ABO has conducted meetings on university

REC GNITION
It’s what the CGMA designation stands for
®

Officially, it’s Chartered Global Management Accountant . Established
by AICPA and CIMA, two of the world’s most prestigious accounting
bodies, the CGMA designation represents accomplished
professionals who drive and deliver business success, worldwide.
Find out more at cgma.org
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Employee Benefit
Plan Audit Conference
Leading Practices for Pressing Issues
New content and a revised format will equip you
and your team with knowledge needed to navigate
different plan types and initial audits. Explore the
basics of proper documentation, plus the nuances
of specific plan presentations.

REGISTER TODAY
Attend in person or tune in via webcast
April 26, 2017
In Person Product #49999
Webcast Product #50000
Nationwide Hotel & Conference Center, Lewis Center

SPECIAL INTEREST SECTIONS
UNIQUE COMMUNITIES. TARGETED
CONTENT. ALWAYS RELEVANT.
Get timely, topical news combined with an online forum
where you can connect with a community of professionals
who share your day-to-day challenges.
Select from eight dedicated sections:
• Accounting and Auditing
• Local Firm Management
• Business and Industry
• Not-for-Profit
• Financial Planning
• Small Business
• Health Care
• Tax

JOIN TODAY – www.ohiocpa.com/sections
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tax developments
Developments in the
history of taxing
out-of-state retailers
By Rich Molina, CPA
This is the second part of a two-part story. See "Developments in the history
of taxing out-of-state retailers" in the November/December 2016 issue

The Quill Corp. v. North
Dakota, 504 U.S. 298
(1992) case found no
due process concerns in
imposing a tax collection
obligation on an out-of-state
retailer having no physical
presence within the taxing
jurisdiction. Moreover,
while the commerce
clause requires a physical
presence before a seller
could be required to collect
taxes, the court made clear
that Congress could change
this result by enacting a
law that provides a physical
presence is not necessary
to impose such a burden on
out-of-state sellers.
Internet sales have grown significantly
each year. According to a Wall Street
Journal article1, one study estimates that
states have lost more than $23 billion of
tax revenues by not being able to require
out-of-state sellers to collect and remit
use taxes. Accordingly, states lobbied
the U.S. Congress relentlessly to enact
legislation that would essentially overrule
Quill’s commerce clause holding for
two reasons. First, and most obvious,
is to allow the states to generate an
1

additional source of revenue, and
second, to protect retailers that have a
physical presence in the state. The instate sellers are required to collect sales
tax, so all things being equal, a buyer
would rather order merchandise online to
save the excise tax. States have argued
that in-state sellers, particularly small
businesses, are not being permitted
to compete on a level playing field. In
2013, the Senate passed such a bill that
would allow states to impose collection
obligations on out-of-state sellers, but
the bill went nowhere in the House
because of diverse opinions on matters
of tax policy held by Republicans.
Without Congressional intervention,
states have become more aggressive
in providing their own self-help. For
example, since Quill, some states rely
on a form of “attributional nexus” by
imposing collection obligations on an
out-of-state online retailer where a
related company of that online retailer
has a physical presence in the state
and there are interactions between the
two companies (such as an exchange
policy where an online purchase may
be exchanged at the physical store of
the related company in the state) like in
Borders Online LLC v. State Board of
Equalization, 129 Cal.App.4th 1179, 29
Cal.Rptr.3d 176 (2005). Other states will

“State Set up Fight over Web Sales Tax,” Wall Street Journal, February 24, 2016 p. A3
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impose a withholding obligation where

The court upheld the law by ruling there

there are interactions with residents who

was no commerce clause violation.

act on behalf of the out-of-state retailer

Key to its ruling was that the court

in capacities other than as employees

interpreted Quill to narrowly apply to

(such as agents), like in Amazon.com

use tax collection obligations, and not to

LLC v. New York State Department of

mere reporting requirements. First, the

Taxation and Finance, Supreme Court,

court held that the requirement did not

New York County, New York, 2009, 23

discriminate against interstate commerce

Misc.3d 418, 877 N.Y.S. 2d 842. Other

and did not favor in-state sellers over

states count the number of in state

out-of-state sellers. The court found the

visits by an out-of-state’s employees

law does not distinguish between in state

to determine when that out-of-state

and out-of-state economic interests, but

retailer will have a substantial nexus in

rather, it just imposes different treatment

the state like in re Appeal of Intercard,

based on whether the seller is obligated

Inc., 270 Kan. 346, 14 P.3d 1111
(2000). Of course different states reach
different conclusions. Direct Marketing
Association v. Brohl ___F.3d ___ (10th

FAST FACTS

Cir 2016) was decided by the U.S. Court
of Appeals for the Tenth Circuit which
upheld a Colorado law, and carved out a
major exception to the Quill decision.
As in other states, residents who
purchase goods for use in Colorado
are required to pay a use tax on such
purchases where a sales tax was not
imposed. Very rarely, if ever, will a
resident pay the use tax. Noting this
noncompliance, and the associated
revenue loss, the Colorado legislature
enacted a law that imposed notice and
reporting obligations on out-of-state
retailers that do not collect sales tax.
The law requires these retailers to inform
Colorado resident purchasers that they
may be subject to the use tax, to provide
customers with an annual purchase
summary stating the items purchased
and the date of purchase, cost of
product, etc. and to send an annual
purchase summary to the Colorado
Department of Revenue presumably for
enforcement purposes. Obviously the
law was intended to reach those sellers
not required to collect taxes because
of Quill’s physical presence test. Those

Quill case found no due
1. The
process concerns in imposing
a tax collection obligation on
an out-of-state retailer having
no physical presence within the
taxing jurisdiction.
lobbied the U.S.
2. States
Congress relentlessly to enact
legislation that would essentially
overrule Quill’s commerce
clause holding to allow the
states to generate an additional
source of revenue, and to
protect retailers that have a
physical presence in the state.
Congressional
3. Without
intervention, states have
become more aggressive in
providing their own self-help.
ultimate outcome may
4. An
very well result where a case
challenging a law similar to
Colorado’s may wind up in front
of the U.S. Supreme Court,
where the court will be asked to
chip away at the foundation of
its Quill commerce
clause holding.

retailers challenged the law as a violation
of the commerce clause.
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to collect the Colorado excise tax. The

to collect and remit taxes to that state.

again, where the court will be asked to

statute did not favor in-state sellers

Because the court found Quill applicable

chip away at the foundation of its Quill

because the reporting obligation does

only to collection obligations, a regulatory

Commerce Clause holding, although at

not give in-state sellers a competitive

obligation to report information was

least up to now, the court is not willing

advantage because the Supreme Court

not the same type of burden sufficient

to review the law. In a narrow sense if

had previously upheld different tax

enough to violate the Commerce Clause

the court were to undertake the law in

reporting obligations in the area of state

as was found in Quill.

the future or if other states were to enact

income tax compliance (apportionment
scheme for multi-jurisdictional taxpayers
versus other methods for in-state
taxpayers). Moreover, the court did not
find in-state and out-of-state sellers to
necessarily be similarly situated and
consequently, they don’t have to be
treated exactly the same. In-state sellers

Interestingly, the U.S. Supreme Court
declined to accept an appeal of this case
as reported Dec. 12, 2016. Consequently,
unless further actions are undertaken, the
Colorado law is good law and retailers
will be required to report the requested
information to the taxing authorities.

statutes similar to Colorado’s, a case
like DMA will be successful if the court
were to interpret Quill as applying only
to collection and remittance obligations.
On the other hand, the court may find a
reporting obligation to be just as much
a burden on interstate commerce and
interpret Quill broadly. Interestingly, the

are subject to collection, licensing and

It is becoming clear that states are

outcome may depend on facts (especially

reporting obligations from which out-of-

becoming more aggressive in looking

at lower court levels) to determine how

state sellers are not burdened. In short,

for ways to impose taxes compliance

much marginal effort is taken to comply

the court found the out-of-state sellers

obligations because residents do not

with the reporting requirements as it

subject to burdens just as were the in-

voluntarily comply with the use tax laws.

would seem strange that sellers are not

state sellers.

If the 2016 election does not change

already accumulating and maintaining the

the makeup of Congress it is doubtful a

data required to be reported to Colorado

federal law will be enacted to overrule

to enforce its collection efforts.

Second, the court found that the
Colorado law did not unduly burden
interstate commerce. Under Quill,
interstate commerce was found to
be burdened when a seller having no
physical presence in a state is required

10 | CPA Voice

Quill. Therefore, an ultimate outcome may
very well result where a case challenging
a law similar to Colorado’s may wind
up in front of the U.S. Supreme Court

Rich Molina, CPA, is an adjunct professor
at Cleveland State University.

Strategic Finance
and Accounting Summit
Transforming finance to drive strategy and efficiency

Learn how to maximize efficiency while driving strategic initiatives.
Prepare for your future role in a shifting business environment at
the Strategic Finance and Accounting Summit.

Choose the city and date that work best for you:
Cincinnati
March 22, 2017 | #49994

Toledo
March 28, 2017 | #49996

Columbus
March 23, 2017 | #49995

Cleveland
March 29, 2017 | #49997

Formerly known as the
Corporate CPAs Conference
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publicpractice
Accounting’s talent war: Why firms are
rethinking how they attract top talent
By Chris Baudler, MBA, MA, CSSBB

Hiring accountants and finance staff has once again been ranked by the human
resource consulting firm, Manpower, as the seventh most difficult job to recruit
for. For almost a decade, demand for high quality accounting talent in Ohio has been
growing, and firms are experiencing unprecedented difficulty finding experienced and
collegiate-level candidates. For most firms this has become an economic recipe for
painfully slow growth and missed client engagements.
With so much competition for top accounting talent, job

Over the last four years his Cleveland based mid-sized firm

candidates are asking two very tough questions, and many

experienced unprecedented levels of difficulty filling their open

accounting firms are struggling to provide answers.

seats with top, experienced and collegiate-level accountants.
His firm tried every recruiting and HR best practice they came

“ Why should I come work
for you?” and “How does
your firm stand out from
other firms? ”

across to entice qualified accountants to apply. Some of
these include:
•

Top-notch training

•

Flexible work schedules

•

Above-average salaries

•

Personalized career paths

•

Involvement in community outreach

•

Mentoring programs

•

Career-life balance

shoulder shrug. After 11 years leading his firm’s recruiting

•

CPE reimbursement

function, he was at a loss for words to explain how his firm

•

Signing bonuses

Industry recruiting woes
We recently asked a firm's director of recruiting how he would
answer these questions, and his response was five seconds
of dead silence, a long exhale and an almost imperceptible

stood out from the competition.

12 | CPA Voice

They even upped the financial ante for employee referrals,

by developing and implementing unique and meaningful

hoping this would persuade their current staff to recruit

employee-facing brands. This branding created an almost

talented friends. Unfortunately, despite all of the firm's efforts

endless supply of high quality, experienced and collegiate-

there was little change in their number of applications, and the

level applicants, saving them thousands of dollars in recruiting

problem only seemed to be getting worse.

expenses and hundreds of hours in time.

Challenges in recruiting top talent

What is employee-facing branding?

In the last five years we have interviewed hundreds of

An employee-facing brand is a comprehensive, marketing-

recruiters, COOs and partners to better understand how

infused HR strategy that communicates a clear and attractive

they were managing staff and the challenges they were

message to job candidates about a firm’s culture, why it’s a

experiencing. Without exception, every one of them believed

desirable place to work, and how the firm's job opportunities

they were providing excellent workplace cultures that

stand out from competitors. Coincidentally, these points are

were values-driven, collaborative, development-focused,

also where most firms currently struggle.

community-centered and very rewarding for employees. Many
of these firms were even recognized as “employers of choice”
by Inside Public Accounting’s Best of the Best and Great
Places to Work. Also, without exception, every one of them

According to Harvard Business Review, employee-facing
branding is, "an organization’s reputation as an employer,
as opposed to its more general corporate brand reputation…

was still struggling to recruit talent.

defined by the key benefits, or value propositions, offered

The firm mentioned in the introduction was twice awarded as

Pay Attention to Employer Branding." HBR, 2015.)

one of those Best of the Best employers. However, their plan to

by the company as an employer". (See also "CEOs Need to

grow this year by 7% was looking more and more unlikely, and
it was little solace to know they were not alone.
The recruiting woes continue
Ask any director of recruiting, COO, or partner and they will tell
you recruiting top talent is their first or second leading concern.
They are quick to add they have found traditional recruiting and
HR best practices no longer sufficient to draw the interest of
top talent.
Former, highly-touted recruiting and HR best practices such
as those listed earlier have become par for the course, and
many firms have once again found themselves struggling
to communicate to applicants what makes their job offers
unique. In the end, most only find themselves digging deeper
in their pockets for more pay or extravagant perks. Some firms
have even gone so far as to offer car leasing programs and
breakrooms complete with video game systems, ping-pong
tables and nap rooms.
Many forward thinking firms have found themselves back at the
drawing board to reevaluate how they approach recruiting, and
for a way out of the vicious cycle of “one-upping” competitor’s
pay and perks. For some, the future of their firm depends on it.
Diamonds in the rough
Amongst the more than 1,800 firms in Ohio, a handful are
bucking the trends and growing at considerable rates. We have
worked with eights firms who have grown their staff between
10% and 20% over the last year, all without compromising
on the quality of new hires, or offering outlandish salaries
or gimmicky perks. These firms became “talent magnets”
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In recent decades, employee-facing branding has become

the successful implementation of an employee-facing

highly revered by the technology, insurance, banking and

brand. Your staff members’ perspectives will resonate

pharmaceutical industries because of its immediate and lasting

with job candidates in a way no recruiter, HR employee

effects on recruitment. Only recently has this strategy been

or partner can. This is one reason why online company

adopted in the accounting industry, but the effects are already

review sites like Glassdoor.com are frequented by more

being felt. One firm was able to increase job applications

than 80% of job candidates before they apply. Your staff

by 3,000%, improve offer acceptances by 80%, and reduce

knows what it is like to work for your firm, and can tell

cost-to-fill by 60%. Many firms are also able to indefinitely

stories that will bring your employee-facing brand to life.

cut their ties to expensive recruiting services like LinkedIn

Advocate for them to write white papers, case studies and

Recruiter, Accountingfly and external staffing agencies.

day-in-the-life articles to share with their network and
the community.

How to develop employee-facing branding
The following three steps will allow your firm to attract higher

As many firms in Ohio continue struggling to attract top talent,

quality candidates in less time, with less hassle and a lot

some firms are standing out from competitors by developing

less money.

strong employee-facing brands. These brands communicate

1. Create firm-specific statements that resonate with
your job candidates and employees. Develop three
to five brand statements based on cultural values
and experiences unique to your firm, and that meet
job candidates’ needs, values and desires. Keep

how their job opportunities are unique, meaningful and worthy
of a candidate’s consideration. This approach has immediate
and lasting effects on recruitment – all without compromising
on the quality of new hires, or offering outlandish salaries or
extravagant perks.

the statements simple, aspirational and attractive to

Chris Baudler is a partner and lead consultant in The Robby

candidates, yet grounded in the reality of working for

Group’s People Strategy practice.

your firm.
2. Integrate brand statements into all candidatefacing communications to create consistent brand
messaging. The best firms realize top talent may not
even make it to their career page if their job postings and
brochures do not provide messaging that is unique and
meaningful. Integrate your branding into all candidatefacing communications to create an attractive and uniform
applicant experience.
3. Champion current staff members to create and share
complimentary messaging. This last step is critical for

FAST FACTS
“best
employee-facing
firm-specific
current
1. Traditional
2. Develop
3. Create
5. Champion
practice” recruiting
branding as a strategy
statements that resonate
staff members to
techniques are no
longer enough
for finding
top-notch talent.
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that communicates a
clear message to job
candidates about a
firm’s culture, why it’s a
desirable place to work
and how the firm's job
opportunities stand out
from competitors.

with your job candidates
and employees.
brand
4. Integrate
statements into all
candidate-facing
communications to
create consistent brand
messaging.

create and share
complimentary
messaging about the
experience of working in
your organization.

Tailor team learning to strategic goals
Prepare your team with the knowledge and skills they need to grow your business
with OSCPA’s Custom Learning Solutions.
CUSTOM TRAINING
Learning specialists design specific programs based on your organization’s
unique needs, business objectives and market opportunities. These programs
may be offered stand-alone or as part of a comprehensive curriculum plan.
CERTIFICATE PROGRAMS
OSCPA’s certificate programs build skills and highlight competencies
in a defined area.
PACKAGED COURSES ON CORE CONTENT
Focus on technical knowledge and business acumen through
packaged curricula.

Contact Tiffany Crosby, CPA, CTP, director of learning, at tcrosby@ohiocpa.com or
800.686.2727 x2255 for more information on how OSCPA can meet your learning needs.

Here’s to you for
loving what you do.
Nationwide® salutes your commitment and
passion for being a member of OSCPA.
At Nationwide, we’re passionate about
making a difference, too. It’s just one
way we prove that we’re more than
a business. Another way is helping
our members save money on
their car insurance.

Learn more about our partnership
and special discounts.

nationwide.com/oscpa

|

Local Agent

|

1-886-688-9144

Nationwide Insurance has made a financial contribution to this organization in return for the opportunity to market products and
services to its members or customers.
Products underwritten by Nationwide Mutual Insurance Company and Affiliated Companies. Home Office: Columbus, OH 43215.
Subject to underwriting guidelines, review, and approval. Products and discounts not available to all persons in all states.
Nationwide and the Nationwide N and Eagle are service marks of Nationwide Mutual Insurance Company. © 2016 Nationwide
AFR-0239AO (08/16)
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TECHNOLOGY

EMAIL PHISHING:
KNOW THE ENEMY
By Travis Vogt, CPA, CISA
Think of your email inbox as a wide open virtual front door to

a much more profitable endeavor: ransomware. This variety of

your computer network, as it is inherently necessary to allow

malware uses strong encryption to lock files, rendering them

communications from outside parties to come in. It’s through

inaccessible. The only way to regain access and (nominal)

this access that attackers use phishing campaigns to try to

control is to obtain the key to unlock the files by paying the

breach your network. Phishing, in its simplest terms, refers to

attacker’s ransom, and there’s no guarantee the key will work.

an attacker masquerading as someone or a business to get
you to do something you shouldn’t. There are many types of
phishing, from phone calls to text messages but, by far, the
simplest and most effective method is email.

Ransomware typically is deployed through a phishing email in
one of two ways: an attached document or a hyperlink in the
message body. The malicious attachments can seem benign
(a Microsoft Word document or a PDF file), but once opened,

Sun Tzu wrote in The Art of War, “If you know the enemy

macros or embedded code run silently in the background and

and know yourself, you need not fear the result of a hundred

install the ransomware. Similar to attachments, hyperlinks may

battles.” If you know how cyber criminals use email phishing,

not show any sign of concern because it’s simple to disguise

and know what you can do to prevent being a victim, you can

the destination of a link. Once installed, ransomware goes to

be more secure when accessing your inbox. Here are three

work encrypting as many files as it can access. Depending on

popular goals of phishing emails and what can be done to

how your network storage is configured, a ransomware attack

prevent and mitigate the potential damage:

could mean a staggering amount of files potentially are lost

Attack goal: Holding your data hostage

forever. It’s likely the entire drive will be encrypted before you

This attack is based on a classic email phishing scenario that’s

notice anything happening.

been around for decades: tricking the target to unknowingly

Prevention

install malware. In the past, these tended to be viruses or

Applications used to access email should be configured

worms that wreaked havoc on the victim’s computer. Although

to open attachments in a “read-only” mode and also

these destructive payloads still exist, attackers are turning to

block particularly risky file types such as java script (.js)
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and executables (.exe). These barriers may delay or deter

company. This allows them to spoof the email address of high-

ransomware before it begins self-installation. It’s also a good

level personnel to elicit PII from target employees.

idea to use anti-malware software to scan incoming mail for

Prevention

links to known malicious sites. By far though, the simplest and
most effective prevention method is teaching employees to
think before clicking a link or attachment.

Always confirm the validity of the request through some other
channel, such as in person or over the phone. Implement and
enforce company policies requiring personally identifiable

Incremental backups and testing the restoration capability

information be encrypted if sent through email. When

of those backups should be a standard, pre-scheduled

encrypting, use a strong password with at least 10 characters

procedure. If you’re infected with ransomware, being able to

and a mix of upper- and lower-case letters, numbers and

restore data to a point in time before the attack means you may

special characters.

lose a day or two’s worth of work instead of years of data.

Attack goal: Steal sensitive data

Attack goal: Obtain your username
and password

The goal of this phishing attack is to convince the victim to

This attack has a simple goal: obtain your login credentials.

provide sensitive data. Personally identifiable information

This is where social engineering produces major returns for

(PII) such as a list of Social Security numbers and financial

criminals. With the increasing reliance on cloud-software

accounts with associated names and addresses can be

storage, attackers only need a user name and password

very valuable to criminals. Increasingly, personal health

to remotely gain full access to those resources. These

information (PHI), including health insurance identification, is

breaches can quickly multiply if the victim has poor password

being compromised. Company confidential information, such

techniques, such as using the same password for

as customer lists, also is being stolen. The more actionable

multiple sites.

information attackers can get, the more they can sell it for, so
they’re becoming more personalized and targeted. Although
social engineering still is the dominant means of hacking,
criminals use social media and other publicly-available
information to determine the organization structure of a target

The typical phishing technique involves sending an email that
looks identical to one you’d receive from your bank, cellular
provider or company IT department. The email will contain
some sort of urgent request, such as a large charge on your
credit card that needs to be verified, and a link to login to your
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account. The destination of the link is a site that looks identical

Travis Vogt, CPA, CISA is the IS Compliance Manager at

to the expected page. However, when you log in, rather than

Landstar System, Inc. in Jacksonville, Fla. He holds a bachelor’s

accessing your account, you will have provided the attackers

in accounting from the University of Florida and a master’s in

your username and password.

accounting from the University of North Florida. Before joining

Prevention

Landstar, Vogt worked as an auditor for KPMG.

Never click a link in an email you didn’t explicitly request or

Reprinted with permission of the Florida Institute of CPAs from

confirm independently. Did you request a password change

the November/December 2016 issue of Florida CPA Today.

and receive an email with a link to change it? Click away.
However, say you receive a fraud alert from your credit-card

FAST FACTS

company, verify it by going directly through the company
website you normally use.
Always use unique passwords for each website or service.
This will limit the scope of a breach, if it occurs. Consider using
a password manager (there are numerous secure providers
available) to help organize and store passwords for
multiple sites.
Phishing is a very real threat to anyone who uses email.
Because email allows attackers from any part of the world the
potential to directly access your system, and because phishing
attacks are so successful, they’re not going to slow down
anytime soon. The good news is you can mitigate the potential
damage by using the most conservative (and these days,
practical) advice. It’s easy to be complacent when checking
your inbox, but you absolutely must remain skeptical of all
links, attachments and requests. Cyber criminals are counting

attackers use your email inbox as the entryway
1. Cyber
to breach your network.
malware and viruses by applications configured
2. Avoid
to open attachments in a “read-only” mode and also
block particularly risky file types such as java script
(.js) and executables (.exe).
the validity of a request for personal
3. Confirm
information and enforce company policies requiring
personally identifiable information be encrypted if
sent through email.
click a link in an email you didn’t explicitly
4. Never
request or confirm independently. And always use
unique passwords with at least 10 characters and
a mix of upper and lower-case letters with special
characters for each website.

on you to do otherwise.

Thank you to 2016 CPA/PAC donors
Sincere thanks to those who invested in

mindset,” said Barbara Benton,

By financially supporting Ohio CPA/

the Ohio CPA Political Action Committee

OSCPA vice president of Governmental

PAC, you will help ensure that your voice

(PAC) in 2016. The support of all who

Relations. “If we can help these

continues to be heard and your

contributed made a significant difference

candidates get across the finish line

interests represented.

in OSCPA’s ability to represent your

in a tough race, they could well be

interests. You can see a complete list

the deciding vote on a tough issue vs.

of those donors at

someone on the wrong side of our issue.

www.ohiocpa.com/advocacy/pac.

There are many key issues that likely will

Relationships with legislators are a key to
supporting the CPA profession, and Ohio
CPA/PAC is a way you can help start
the conversation – especially in a key
election year.

impact the way you do business. For
example, consider how much you would
be paying right now if efforts to assess a
sales tax on your audit or consulting fees
were successful. OSCPA successfully
opposed that tax, along with numerous

If you haven’t already done so this
year, please ensure your professional
interests are promoted and protected
by contributing $50, $150, or whatever
you can afford today. Without financial
support from you and your peers, Ohio
CPA/PAC’s ability to continue the strong
track record it has achieved in the past
– and the related improved tax and
business climate - will be at risk.

“Ohio CPA/PAC helps the CPA

others that would have hindered your

profession elect candidates who

operations and increased your cost of

For more information on Ohio CPA/PAC

philosophically agree with our pro-

doing business.”

or to donate, contact the governmental

business, pro-economic growth
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relations department.

YOUR VOICE IS

A POWERFUL
FORCE.
It’s much stronger
when multiplied by the power of

24,000.

Join your CPA peers in making a difference.
Invest in the future of the profession and Ohio today!
Ohio CPA/PAC is a vital way you can help:
• Elect state legislators who share your professional interests
In 2016, 97.4% of OSCPA endorsed candidates were successfully elected.
• Drive meaningful change in Ohio and your profession
With your support, landmark municipal income tax reform took effect in 2016.
• Make your voice resonate with impact
In 2013 and 2015, OSCPA fought off proposed sales tax on professional
services and the threat will be back in 2017.

To donate, visit www.ohiocpa.com/pac
or call 800.686.2727
PAC contributions are not tax deductible per Ohio law.
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The Ohio CPA Foundation

Building the pipeline of future CPAs
starts in high school
By Jennifer Rieman, CAE, manager, public relations
College is a significant investment of

High School Accounting Career Days

13% for accountants and auditors,” said

time and resources. Yet more than 40%

to introduce the accounting major and

Dave Brockman, CPA, partner-in-charge,

of students enrolled full-time at four-

profession to younger students.

Sikich, LLP and chair of the Foundation’s

year institutions fail to earn a bachelor’s
degree within six years, according to the
National Center for Educational Statistics.

“We understand that if we wait until
students are in college to talk about
accounting it may be too late, as many

Board of Trustees. “At the same time,
there’s a decline in high school graduates
in Ohio. So, it’s even more important that
we focus on this issue.”

Of the students that decide to major in

students have already made up their

accounting, research from the AICPA

minds to go in a different direction,” said

John Stalcup, an accounting and

shows that roughly 35% of white,

Karen West, CAE, executive director, The

finance teacher at Stebbins High School

Hispanic and Asian students and more

Ohio CPA Foundation. “If we’re going

in Riverside is keen on supporting

than half of black students made the

to compete for the best and brightest

the Foundation’s efforts. High school

decision in high school. Add in the fact

students we need to be out in front with

teachers play a crucial role in helping

that students that stick with a major are

our message.”

students to choose a major. The AICPA

more likely to graduate from college on
time and the case for presenting the
accounting major and profession to
younger students becomes clear.

The case for majoring in accounting and
earning the CPA credential is strong
as demand for accounting graduates
continues to grow. Robert Half projects a

cites the availability of and taking a high
school accounting class as the most
influential in encouraging students to
major in accounting, followed by family
members employed in accounting and

The Ohio CPA Foundation is creating

3.7% increase in accounting salaries for

partnerships with influencers – the

skilled professionals in 2017 as firms and

teachers, parents and guidance

businesses increase pay and bonuses to

“I emphasize to my students the

counselors most likely to sway a

stay competitive.

benefits of an accounting career and the

student’s decision to major in accounting
– and expanding programs such as
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“The growth in employment is about

teachers supportive of the profession.

opportunities that the major represents,”
Stalcup said. “I tell them that a very large

percentage of students that graduate

In 2015, the Foundation doubled the

with a degree in accounting end up

number of High School Accounting

getting a job right after graduation.”

Career Days, which now reach hundreds

The Ohio CPA Foundation is building

of students on Ohio campuses statewide.

relationships with high school teachers

The effort is paying off. Students that

throughout Ohio, offering resources and

might not have previously considered

partnering with teachers to increase

accounting are coming around to the

awareness of Foundation programs

benefits the profession offers, including

and services.

strong starting salaries, flexibility and

“I’ve probably brought more than 50

advancement opportunities.

students to High School Accounting

“Honestly after today I would think about

Career Days over the years, and I can’t

majoring in accounting,” said Desirae

think of one that said they didn’t want to

Villarreal, senior at Genoa High School

do accounting anymore after attending,”

and a Toledo High School Accounting

Stalcup said. “It’s either backed up their

Career Day attendee. “There’s a lot of

decision to pursue the major, or if they

stuff I didn’t know, like how much money

were on the fence, it’s pushed them to

you make and the things you get to do. It

the accounting side.”

seems like every day is a lot of fun.”

Jaynie Plantz and Desirae Villarreal at
the Toledo High School Accounting
Career Day.

Be part of the charter class of the 1956 Legacy Society
A planned gift, or legacy gift, supporting The Ohio CPA
Foundation can have a lasting impact on your profession

Planned giving options include:

•

for years to come. Your commitment today will support
the Foundation’s efforts to build tomorrow’s diverse and

revocable trust.

•

talented pipeline of future CPAs.
Join your peers, including Press Southworth and Bob Fay,
CPA and declare a legacy gift. Donors that make a bequest
or planned gift to The Ohio CPA Foundation become

A bequest to the Foundation in a will or through a
The naming of the Foundation as a beneficiary of a
retirement plan or a life insurance policy.

•

Participation in a life income arrangement for the benefit
of The Ohio CPA Foundation (for example, a charitable
gift annuity program or a charitable remainder trust).

permanent members of the 1956 Legacy Society, and those

Members of The 1956 Legacy Society not only play an

that do so before April 30, 2017 become part of the

important role in the Foundation’s future but also remain a

charter class.

part of its history.

“By supporting the Foundation as part of the 1956 Legacy

“The profession was very good to me,” Southworth said. “I

Society, I want to propel the credential so that 50 years

believe in paying it forward, to make sure the things that I

from now, the CPA will have an even stronger foundation,”

was able to benefit from are available to others.”

Fay said. “It doesn’t have to be a lot, it just takes all of us
contributing a little.”

To learn more, visit www.ohiocpafoundation.org.
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Career Center feature

How a diversity recruitment strategy
could help your bottom line
Diversity recruitment can be an important strategy to growing your company's bottom
line. Research from McKinsey & Company found that gender-diverse companies are 15%
more likely to outperform their competitors, while ethnically diverse companies are 35%
more likely to outperform competitors. So, diversity can actually be a strategic advantage.
How can companies design recruiting programs that help promote diversity throughout
the organization – and attempt to capture the maximum benefits from this initiative?
Establish a baseline understanding of
non-discriminatory best practices
It's important to examine whether your company has a clear

to the individual’s qualifications for the position and possibly

non-discrimination policy in place which encompasses all

information related to a candidate's membership in a protected

employment related practices, including the hiring process.

class. Relying on this information in the hiring process can

Companies need to invest time to establish standardized

be the basis of legal action. It is important to create a clear

practices during the hiring process, including the manner

recruiting/hiring policy, audit your existing process for any

in which resumes are screened as well as which questions

issues, and provide rigorous training on these issues to attempt

are being asked in interviews. This area can be particularly

to mitigate exposure to problems.

concerning, as some questions can elicit information unrelated
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Develop a sourcing strategy that's
aligned with this goal
Many companies have carefully designed sourcing strategies
that make it easier to identify and attract the best talent.
Take for instance AT&T, which places so much value in this
that it has adopted a tagline of "Bringing the best talent to
the table from every background." One recruiting tactic that
some companies use is forming college recruiting and talent
partnerships with schools that have a diverse student base.
Others sponsor events such as Women in Tech “hackathons”
(where groups of people, typically male, but in this case female,
gather to collaborate on computer programming) that help
demonstrate the company's interest in diverse recruiting, while
also capturing the interest of diverse potential candidates.

Consider internship and talent
development programs

your workplace includes people of diverse backgrounds
and ethnicities? Often, simply introducing diversity into your
branding can help potential recruits imagine themselves
working for your company. Carry this throughout, from videos
to online collateral and social media.

Focus on diversity with your
recruiting team
Another area where it's beneficial to cultivate diversity is on
your recruiting team. When a diverse recruiting team attends
an event, it can help send a message about what your
organization values. It may also promote a safe space where
candidates can explore issues of diversity recruiting and hear
these recruiters' own experiences in the workforce.
Incorporating diversity recruiting into your company's hiring
values is a smart idea. As research has shown, a range
of perspectives and experience profiles can give you a

Another strategy that many companies use with great success

strategic advantage and help your company outperform your

is sponsoring internship and talent development programs

competition. By taking a closer look at sourcing strategies,

to build relationships with diverse talent. Whether you're

brand messaging, and how your company discusses diversity,

offering interns a summer job or placing recent hires in a

you'll be well on your way to a more inclusive and diverse

talent development rotation, these programs can provide an

workforce.

easy way for diverse workers to see what it's like to work at
your company and how, if hired, they may be able to make
important contributions there.

Incorporate diversity into your branding
For companies that are thinking of increasing their diversity
recruiting, it's helpful to look at your branding materials. If
your brand materials feature employees or even stock images,

Paychex, Inc. is a leading provider of integrated human
capital management solutions for payroll, HR, retirement, and
insurance services. By combining its innovative software-asa-service technology and mobility platform with dedicated,
personal service, Paychex empowers small- and medium-sized
business owners to focus on the growth and management of
their business.

what do those people look like? Are women or older workers
featured in these pieces? Does your branding reflect that

The OSCPA Career Center can help you increase the diversity in your organization. Attract
qualified candidates by featuring your job on the top diversity-oriented, online job boards,
reaching qualified male and female candidates from multiple races, ethnicities, age
groups, sexual orientations and religious affiliations while complying with EEOC guidelines.
Our Career Center also gives you the opportunity to focus on the veteran market as well,
extending your job to our military and armed forces by posting to the top veteran, military
and government online job boards, complying with OFCCP employment regulations.

Visit http://jobs.ohiocpa.com/ and start your search today!
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preferred partners

TransFirst helps businesses of every size with payment

TekCollect specializes in optimizing internal accounting

processing products and services to meet every credit card

practices, limiting and controlling delinquencies and improving

processing need. Whether you're a startup business needing

positive cash flow. They have saved clients up to 75%

secure payment solutions, an e-commerce retailer looking to

compared to other agencies, yet still generate the highest

streamline your online checkout process, or have a B2B client

recovery ratios in the industry.

seeking detailed customized reporting, you can count on
TransFirst's comprehensive offerings.

TekCollect uses technology to maximize recovery results,
and provides completely web-based service for the most

•

Payroll processing equipment: credit card machines and
software to process payments efficiently

convenient, real-time account management service available,

•

Mobile payment solutions: cost-effective solutions for
accepting payment cards via smartphone or tablet

have access to more than 6,000 collection professionals and a

•

Point of sale (POS) systems: state-of-the-art solutions

on preserving client image, integrity and valuable

•

Online credit payments: virtual terminals and
payment gateways

customer relationships.

•

Telephone processing: accept credit card payments
efficiently and cost effectively

Eight out of 10 members saved an average of $1,205 in 2015
with TransFirst. Take advantage of your OSCPA member
benefit today and explore what kind of savings you could enjoy.

all while employing the highest standards of data security. They
national pool of litigation services, but stay heavily focused

•

Special Member Pricing

•

Non-Alienating Contacts to Preserve Customer
Relationships

•

Seamless Integration with QuickBooks

•

HIPPA Compliant

Call 800.613.0146 or visit www.transfirstassociation.com/

Get a tailored cash flow management solution for your

oscpa to learn more.

company or clients with guaranteed results. OSCPA members
receive a FREE Personalized Accounts Receivable Analysis,
skip tracing and credit bureau reporting. Call 888.292.3530,
or visit OSCPA.TekCollect.com and mention your
OSCPA membership.
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ADVANCING
THE STATE OF BUSINESS
TOGETHER
The Ohio Society of CPAs
is committed to educating,
equipping and inspiring you
by providing:
• Impactful advocacy on issues that matter
most to you.
• A powerful gateway to career
advancement and talent management.
• Quality learning options to help hone
your skills.
• Business-building networking
opportunities.
• Proven business solutions that save you
time and money.
• Essential resources to solve your
biggest challenges.

New Benefits
• Complimentary access to Advance,
a dynamic program designed
to help you succeed in today’s
challenging environment
• Buy one, get one FREE
Special Interest Section
INVEST IN YOURSELF
RENEW YOUR MEMBERSHIP TODAY!
LOGIN AT:

http://tinyurl.com/renew-Jan17
CALL:

Your Member Service Center at
800.686.2727
EMAIL:

OSCPA@ohiocpa.com
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members
in motion

Jodey Altier, CPA

Bob Kling, CPA

Joe Toula, CPA

Brad Daugherty, CPA

Kael Campbell, CPA

Ben Forquer, CPA

Mary Stucke, CPA

AKRON

Lori Novak, CPA, has been hired as director at

Beth Reho, CPA, has been hired as director at

Cohen & Company.

Cohen & Company.

Kerri Bartlebaugh, Martin Dulellari, Stephen Fleischer, Ryan

Sara Kleines has been hired as a staff accountant at

Hochberg, Marissa Holman, Kyle Jarecki, David Nowak,

Cohen & Company.

Wesley Slupski, Vipavee Tamprateep, Robert Winemiller

CAMBRIDGE
Kevin Quinn has been promoted to senior accountant at
Rea & Associates.

and Adam Zimmerman have been hired as staff accountants
at Cohen & Company.
Paul Weisinger, CPA/ABV, CVA, of Walthall CPAs has been
named to the board of Cleveland Arts Prize.

CINCINNATI

Colette Hounshell, Cooper Kolke and Brian Rice have been

Bob Kling, CPA, has been hired as a director at GBQ.

hired as staff accountants at Skoda Minotti.

Brad Daugherty, CPA, has been hired as a partner at GBQ.

Justin Slaby, CPA, has been hired as senior staff accountant

CLEVELAND
Skoda Minotti has been named to the Weatherhead 100 for
the ninth time and the third consecutive year.
Gary Shamis, CPA, has opened up a business advisory
services fim, Winding River Consulting.
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at Skoda Minotti.
Susan M. Kornatowski, JD, of Walthall CPAs, has been
named to the Law Alumni Association Board for Case Western
Reserve University School of Law.
Kael Campbell, CPA, was promoted to senior accountant
at Ciuni & Panichi.

COLUMBUS

MILLERSBURG

Brent Ardit, CPA, has been promoted to principal at

AJ Knapp, CPA, CMA, has been promoted to supervisor at

Rea & Associates.

Rea & Associates.

Ben Forquer, CPA, and Mary Stucke, CPA, have been

Dustin Raber, CPA, CMP, has been promoted to principal at

promoted to partner at GBQ.

Rea & Associates.

Melane Howell, CPA, has been promoted to senior manager
at Rea & Associates.
Ashley Matthews, CPA, Joe Popp, JD, and Matt Sanders,
CPA, CGMA, have been promoted to senior manager at
Rea & Associates.
Nathan Esselburn, CPA, and Brian Garland, CPA, have been
promoted to supervisor at Rea & Associates.
Chris Bodemann, CPA, has been promoted to senior
accountant at Rea & Associates.
GBQ is expanding its State and Local Tax Services
to Philadelphia.

NEW PHILADELPHIA
Derek Conrad, CPA, has been promoted to senior manager at
Rea & Associates.
Anne M. Baker, CPA, and Susan Custer, CPA, have been
promoted to manager at Rea & Associates.
Joss Celuch and Mark Manwaring have been promoted to
senior accountant at Rea & Associates.
Shane Snyder received Rea & Associates' Marcia Stutzman
Award for Community Service.
Cody Dial, Brock Hartzler and Jennifer Masters, CPA,
received Rea & Associate's Richard Rea Award for Service to

LIMA

the Client.

Kimberly Veal, CPA, has been promoted to supervisor at

Frank Festi Jr., CPA, CFP, received the Chet Stocker Award

Rea & Associates.

for Service to the Profession.

Cody Smith has been promoted to senior accountant at

Elaine Gerdeman received Rea & Associates' Rea Way Award.

Rea & Associates.
Samantha Coon has been promoted to staff accountant at
Rea & Associates.

WOOSTER
Ben Froese, CPA, has been promoted to senior manager at
Rea & Associates.

MARIETTA

Maura Zace has been promoted to senior accountant at

Jodey Altier, CPA, of Perry & Associates has received her

Rea & Associates.

Woman-Owned Business Certification from Women’s Business
Enterprise National Council.
Cassandra Pierce, CPA, has been promoted to supervisor at
Rea & Associates.

MEDINA
Chad Gorfido, CPA, and Ted Klimczak, CPA, have been
promoted to senior manager at Rea & Associates.
Joe Toula, CPA, has been promoted to senior director
of internal audit and chief audit executive at RPM
International, Inc.

YOUNGSTOWN
Anthony Ferraro, Michelle Zdelar, Joseph Smith and
Christopher Trucksis have been hired as staff accountant at
Cohen & Company.

ZANESVILLE
Joshua Agin has been promoted to staff accountant at
Rea & Associates.
Scott Moyer, CPA, has been promoted to principal at
Rea & Associates.

MENTOR
Andrew P. Somich, CPA, has joined Walthall CPAs as
a supervisor.
Lauren Holt, CPA, has been promoted to senior accountant at
Rea & Associates.
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and affiliates

469

new members and affiliates
applied in October

387

new members and affiliates
applied in November

The list of new members and affiliates is available
on The Ohio Society of CPAs’ website at
www.ohiocpa.com/quick-links/about-oscpa

Oswald is proud to be

a partner and the official
specialty insurance broker of

risk management
and insurance
solutions for the
Ohio Society of CPAs.

CONNECT TODAY

Steffan Moody, Group Benefits Market Leader
614.744.4244 | smoody@oswaldcompanies.com
www.OswaldCompanies.com/Columbus

SocialChatter
Snapchat

follow us @ohiocpas
Snapchat is an app where
users share videos and
pictures that vanish after a
number of seconds
Did you know...
• Snapchat has 150 million daily active users
• 30% of U.S. millennial internet users access
Snapchat regularly
• An average 9000 snaps are shared on
Snapchat every second
What you'll see...
• Video and pictures from accounting events
around the state
• Behind the scenes look at accounting
shows, the Ohio Society of CPAs' office
culture and more
| CPA Voice
•28Perspectives
from our student members

Join the special
interest tax section
• Get answers to your most pressing tax
questions from leading experts.
• Connect with a thriving community of
tax professionals covering a variety
of sectors.
• Receive timely updates on tax changes
and IRS activities.
Be ready for whatever tax season
throws at you. Join today!

ohiocpa.com/tax-section

© 2017. Oswald Companies. All rights reserved. DS1352

New members

CLASSIFIED

CELEBRATING

15
YEARS

Accounting Practices for Sale

OF COST SEGREGATION
2002-2017

ACCELERATE DEPRECIATION AND
SHIELD INCOME TAXES NOW

Are you thinking of selling? Do you need an exit strategy?
Accounting Practice Sales specializes in the sale of CPA
firms and accounting & tax practices. Our marketing and

• Cost Segregation

consulting services are focused exclusively on the accounting

• Energy Efficiency
Certifications (179D)

professional. We provide guidance and assistance in selling
your practice, merging with another firm, establishing a
practice continuation plan, growing an existing business or

• New IRS Repair v.
Capitalization

acquiring a new practice.
Please contact us for a FREE, no obligation consultation
and business valuation.
E-mail steve@APSmidwest.com or call
1.800.272.7355 ext 3.

Call Craig Miller

For more information visit is at
AccountingPracticeSales.com

Cleveland 440.892.3339 / Columbus 614.949.4185
Detroit 248.752.7433 / www.costsegexperts.com

THE REGION’S LEADING INCOME TAX REDUCTION EXPERTS

IF YOU WANT THE WORLD TO
SEE YOU DIFFERENTLY, GET A
DIFFERENT KIND OF CREDENTIAL.
Earning the AICPA Personal Financial Specialist (PFS ) credential says
TM

you’re different. It says you’re required to adhere to a higher ethical
interests first. Because YOU are a CPA. Don’t blend in. STAND OUT.
Be different. Be a PFS credential holder. Start at aicpa.org/PFS.

TA X

I

RETIREMENT

I

E S TAT E

I

RISK MANAGEMENT I INVESTMENTS
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standard. It says you are an impartial adviser who puts your clients’

CPA

VOICE
The Ohio Society of Certified Public Accountants
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Self-Assessment Exam

Product ID: #50178

www.ohiocpa.com

Answer the 12 required questions on the
next page based on content in CPA Voice
and submit your answers to The Ohio
Society of CPAs. Receive a grade of 70%
or better and earn one hour of CPE credit in
specialized knowledge.

ANSWER SHEET

Costs

Members........... $25
Nonmembers .... $40
Exams remain available online – and may be completed
for CPE – through the same month of the following
calendar year.

Online Instructions
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11.
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b
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12.

a
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REGISTRATION INFORMATION

1. Go to https://store.ohiocpa.com. Log in to receive
the member rate.
2. Search for “Voice Self Assessments.” This will provide
links to all active exams through the OSCPA Store.
3. Purchase the exam.
4. When you are ready to take the exam log in to the
OSCPA Store and click “current registrations,”
click on “visit classroom,” and then click “take quiz.”
5. Be sure to print the automatic confirmation page
for your records.

Full Name: _____________________________________________________

Print Instructions

Business Address: ________________________________________________

1. Take the exam as an open-book test, recording
your answers on the answer sheet by filling in the
appropriate circle (pen or pencil is fine).
2. Then, fill out the registration information and payment
information. Payment must be submitted with the
exam. Please print clearly.
3. Mail this page, along with your payment, in an
envelope to: The Ohio Society of CPAs CPA Voice
Exam, 4249 Easton Way, Suite 150, Columbus, OH
43219. Fax to 614.764.5880.

Self-Assessment Exam Results

The Ohio Society sends results for print exam
submissions via email if an email address is provided on
the form. Respondents taking the exam online receive
their results immediately. Respondents who pass with
a grade of 70% or better receive one hour of CPE
credit in specialized knowledge, as approved by the
Accountancy Board of Ohio.

Member ID _____________________________________________________
(Your member ID is located in the upper left of the mailing label on the front cover)

Email:_________________________________________________________
Business Name:__________________________________________________

City:________________________________ State:______ Zip:_____________
Telephone:______________________________________________________

PAYMENT INFORMATION
 CHECK ENCLOSED: Make checks payable to The Ohio Society of CPAs
CREDIT CARD TYPE:
 PERSONAL CARD
 FIRM CARD
 Visa  MasterCard  American Express  Discover		
Credit Card #:___________________________________________________
Expiration Date:__________________________________________________
Name on Card:___________________________________________________
Are you . . . (check all that apply)

 Member of The Ohio Society of CPAs
 Membership pending (Ohio Society)
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 Nonmember
 Other state society member

Regulatory topics to watch in 2017
1. The NASBA proposal on the International Pathway
Exam would amend which of the following acts?
A. The UBA (Uniform Business Act)
B. The UAA (Uniform Accountancy Act)
C. The NSA (National Accountancy Act)
D. The AAA (American Accountancy Act)
2. If adopted, the proposed International Pathway
Exam would:
A. Provide a pathway to the U.S. CPA license for individuals
with qualified designations from Canada, Ireland
and Australia.
B. Allow individuals from countries without reciprocal
relationships with the U.S. to obtain the U.S. CPA license
without having to pass a qualifying exam.
C. Require individuals from countries without reciprocal
relationships with the U.S. to apply to a board of
accountancy for a U.S. CPA license while also requiring
these individuals to pass an International
Qualification Exam.
D. Provide a pathway for U.S. CPAs to use their accounting
licenses in the EU.

C. Residents of the state under question act on behalf of
the out of state retailer in capacities other than as
an employee.
D. The number of state visits by the on-line retailer’s outof-state employees is significant in number.
Accounting's talent war: Why firms are rethinking how
they attract top talent
7. According to Manpower, CPA positions are the_____
most difficult jobs to recruit for.
A. 7th
B. 4th
C. 9th
D. 10th
8. Which are considered part of the accepted HR
best practices that firms often follow when hiring
experienced and collegiate-level accountants?
A. Promise immediate advancement to those hired
B. Promise top notch training to those hired
C. Promise limited work schedules to those hired
D. All of the above

3. NASBA and AICPA released revisions to the Statement
on Standards for Continuing Professional Education
Programs, with these revisions being effective_______.
A. July 1, 2016
B. Jan. 1, 2017
C. Sept. 1, 2016
D. Dec. 1, 2016

9. Which is no longer effective in recruiting top
accounting talent?
A. Help wanted signs
B. Highly touted recruiting and HR Best practices such
as those listed in the article
C. Personality tests
D. Skills tests

4. The NASBA and AICPA will now allow for “Nano
learning” which is learning in ___ minute increments.
A. 15
B. 7
C. 5
D. 10

10. An employee-facing brand is a comprehensive,
marketing infused HR Strategy that communicates a
clear and attractive message to job candidates about
a firm’s culture, why it’s a desirable place to work,
and ______
A. how the firm’s job opportunities stand out against
the competition.
B. who the job candidate will be working for.
C. how the candidate’s career progression will unfold.
D. how the candidate’s compensation will be structured.

Developments in the history of taxing out of state
retailers: part two
5. According to a 2016 Wall Street Journal article,
estimates suggest that states have lost more than _____
of tax revenues by not requiring out of state sellers to
collect and remit use taxes.
A. $23 billion
B. $25 billion
C. $27 billion
D. $29 billion
6. To overcome the commerce clause that in many
instances precludes states from collecting use taxes
on internet sales, some states are relying on a form of
“attributional nexus” to allow them to impose a sales/
use tax collection obligation on the internet retailer.
What conditions must be met for “attributional nexus” to
exist?
A. A related company of the online retailer must have
physical presence in the state and no interactions can
take place between the two companies.
B. A related company of the online retailer must have
physical presence in the state and there must exist ongoing interactions between the online retailer and the
related company (such as an exchange policy).

11. Which steps will allow an accounting firm to attract
better talent in less time?
A. Create firm specific statements
B. Integrate brand statements into all candidate facing
communications to create consistent brand messaging
C. Champion current staff members to create and share
complimentary messaging to job candidates- that is
have your employees sell the firm to new
job candidates
D. All of the above
Email phishing: Know the enemy
12. What is considered a risky file type?
A. A .js or .exe file
B. A .xi file
C. A Jpeg file
D. A PDF
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Paying too much in taxes? Explore R&D Tax Credits. Now better than ever,
the permanent Federal R&D Tax Credit offsets AMT as well as payroll tax
for start ups. Discover valuable tax saving opportunities for:
●
●
●
●

Ma n u f a c t u r i n g
Engineering
To o l & D i e
Chemicals

●
●
●
●

Aerospace
Agriculture
Plastics
Me t a l s

●
●
●
●

S o f t wa r e
Oil & Gas
Food & Drink
And Much More

RCG delivers winning client support, rock solid documentation and professional
R&D Tax Credit Studies on time, all the time… at reasonable fees.
RCG & You. We do the work. You get the credit.
Because, really, doesn’t everyone want a bigger boat?

R&D Tax Credits ◆ Cost Segregations
Ron Antal, Managing Director

Marla Schleider, Vice President

(330) 689-1778 x 225

(330) 689-1778 x 224

ron.antal@rcg-inc.com

marla.schleider@rcg-inc.com
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Introducing
MAKE CONNECTIONS THAT ADVANCE THE STATE OF YOUR CAREER OR BUSINESS

YOUR connection to the

profession's top talent

YOUR access to jobs and

career management tools

EMPLOYERS:
• Post jobs quickly and conveniently
• Expand your reach with our distribution
network and posting options
• Screen candidates with our sample
questionnaires
• Review our resume bank of qualified candidates
• Explore our recruitment and retention resources

JOB SEEKERS:
• Access our job search resources
• Review hundreds of opportunities in
our job bank
• Create customized job alerts
• Post your resume anonymously
4 | CPA Voice

To learn more, visit
ohiocpa.com/career-center.

